Towards Automated Installation of Reinforcement Using Industrial Robots
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Abstract—The construction industry is today among the least automated industries with a long tradition of utilizing manual labour. Despite the potential benefits of automation, only a few examples of using robots to automate (parts of) construction have been presented over the past years. In this paper we present our ongoing work towards automated installation of reinforcement, a traditionally very heavy and labour intensive work. We use industrial robots and we discuss the potential benefits and challenges of such robotic automation in construction. Our overall goal is to achieve a fully automated robotic solution for flexible serial production of custom made non-identical reinforcement cages. In the paper we highlight and analyse the main challenges that must be addressed in order to reach a functioning and efficient solution.

I. INTRODUCTION

Employment and application of robots in various production tasks has in recent years gained increasing interest in manufacturing industries. The number of robots deployed worldwide is estimated to increase to about 2.6 million units by 2019. About 70% of them will be used in the automotive, electrical/electronics, and metal and machinery industries1. There are also considerable research and development efforts in this field. While there are initiatives towards automation in the construction domain both in research [1]–[4], and in industry, e.g., Built robotics2, or MX3D3, the overall trend has not been reflected in the construction industry.

One key difference between the construction industry and other industries with higher degrees of automation, like manufacturing industries where robots have been extensively employed, is that construction projects are typically one of a kind. This means that less time can be put into product-specific automation and more time is spent on changeovers. Furthermore, each structure is unique in its details, thus automated solutions require special and careful considerations.

While construction projects present challenges for automation, the gains are potentially large [4]. Moreover, work in the construction industry is often strenuous and happens under hazardous and harsh conditions. This is reflected in a high risk for work accidents. The above-mentioned, as well as other issues, create a huge potential need for utilizing automation techniques in the construction industry, with a promise for increased safety and efficiency, as well as reduced costs. In this work, we address automation of rebar cage (reinforcement) fabrication, looking in particular towards civil engineering structures. In particular, we consider three industrial robots hanging on a gantry for the installation of rebars, see Fig. 1. Since each and all rebar cages are unique in their details and are designed for a particular structure, we aim for flexible serial production. Therefore, the challenge is to automate the process that goes from the design of the 3D digital (CAD) model to the construction of the reinforcement cage, exploiting the described robotic system. Such process presents several challenges, described in this paper, ranging from the task and path planning for the robots, and the management of the flexible moving parts, and the coordination of the multi-robot system. In this paper, we describe and analyze these challenges, and we outline our research directions towards to address them.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MISSION

The aim of this work is to answer the question: Is it possible to fabricate reinforcement rebar cages using industrial robots? The question is interesting for many reasons. First, prefabricating rebar cages, regardless of method, has the potential to shorten build times. Second, is that automation would
reduce the amount of heavy and hazardous manual work that current methods of installing reinforcement lead to. Finally, it is an interesting question to answer from an automation and production perspective. We started using simulations set up in ABB RobotStudio, along with experiments in the lab. In RobotStudio, the construction of a rebar cage used in bridge construction was simulated. We also simulated the construction of a simplified down-scaled rebar cage, which was later built in a lab setting (see Fig. 1). In the lab we used three ABB IRB1200 robots hanging upside down, mounted on a gantry robot with two degrees of freedom for each robot (see Fig. 2). We did this both by manually programming the gantry robot paths and by generating its paths from rebar and tie point coordinates.

To be able to build the rebar cages in the lab, tools had to be developed. A special tool for rotating a rebar without moving the robot is used in this setting, and it simplifies the programming of the robot paths. A tool for tying rebars together was also constructed, by adaption of a manual tie gun. The tying tool was not good enough for production.

In this paper, we aim at building rebar cages using robots hanging from the gantry further, based on our experience from the previous set-up. A goal that we have set is to develop software which takes a CAD-model of a rebar cage as input, and produces robot paths for building the rebar cage, using the gantry-robot system, as output, see Fig. 3. We also want to test the generated paths on a physical system. The reason that we need to generate the robot paths, instead of programming them by hand, is that rebar cages used in civil engineering and building structures are unique. The reason that each case is unique is that they are designed to the precise dimensions and the precise loads at a given location in the structure.

### III. CHALLENGES

There are several challenges that need to be tackled for the automated construction of rebar cages. The problem can be split into four major challenges: (i) rebar installation order, (ii) path planning for placing rebars, (iii) path planning for tying rebars, and (iv) transitioning to the real world.

#### A. Rebar installation order

The first challenge concerns the ordering in which the rebars must be placed, i.e., how to generate a valid order based on a CAD-model of the final rebar cage. Finding such an order is a challenging problem given the fact that there are often more than 100 rebars to place, meaning that a pure combinatorial search is not possible. Task planning approaches will be considered, e.g., [5], focusing on heuristics able to provide sub-optimal yet feasible solutions.

For example, the ordering problem can be addressed by observing that the positions where rebars are to be placed are most likely often more constrained than the positions where the rebars must be picked. Backward chaining approaches can be helpful in addressing such complexity [6]. More specifically, given the target 3D CAD-model of the fully constructed cage we determine where to start, and we iteratively compute the gantry robot motions to remove all the rebars to disassemble completely the structure. As noted above, this leads to a very large search space. Ideally, we would like to disqualify all of the non-working orderings without computing any actual robot motions. If that is not possible we would at least like to limit the actual robot motions that we need to compute. One way of lowering the number of robot motion computations needed is to apply some heuristics to disqualify certain sequences. For example, consider a rebar which can move on its own. If, in this simplified problem, the rebar cannot be removed from the cage then it will not be possible when adding the complications of the gantry, robots and tools. One way of implementing this idea is to apply a repulsive potential between the rebar which we are currently trying to remove and all other rebars, similarly to what is done with obstacle avoidance in potential field methods [7]. If, as a result of the force from the potentials, the rebar moves away...
from all other rebars with some clearance, then it might be possible to remove using a robot. Otherwise, we can safely say that it cannot be removed yet. Another idea to reduce the number of possible orderings is to try to introduce precedence constraints among the rebars [5]. The basic idea is then that some rebars cannot be attached to the cage before others are already in place. A wrong ordering in this case could mean that a rebar is floating freely, not attached to anything, or that there are not enough tie points available given the current cage to tie the given rebar into place.

By using ideas like the ones above, the ordering can be solved as a separate problem. However, being able to remove the rebar from the cage and finding that it can be attached to the cage is only part of the problem, the rebar must also be tied to the cage. This step will affect the possible valid orderings. Again, we might not need to try to compute the full tie path to disqualify an ordering. It would be enough to show, for example, that no robot can reach the tie position.

To finish this section we point out that not every rebar cage is possible to build using the setup we have in mind. A human might temporarily bend a rebar ever so slightly to fit it over some structure, something which is more difficult to achieve with robots. Another example is that human are very good at re-grasping whereas when a robot holds a rebar in a well defined grip it is most likely not a good idea to let go of that grip. The reason being that any re-grasping will most likely not produce the same level of precision as grasping in a fixture, where the piece to be picked up is fixed in a well defined position. Another thing humans do at a construction site is to adapt to incomplete drawing. Rebar cage drawings are most often incomplete in the sense that the people building the cages are expected to add (temporary/support) rebars that will make the structure possible to build.

B. Path planning for placing rebars

In this section, we assume that the rebars, the gantry and the robots are completely stiff, that is we completely ignore any deflection effects. The problem is then to pick up a given rebar, using given gripping points, from a fixture using one or more of the robots, move the rebar to its final position in the rebar cage and finally releasing the rebar and moving the robots away. In doing this, no collision is allowed. We assume that the rebar which is to be placed is part of a valid ordering. Also note that we do not consider the challenge of tying the placed rebar to the existing cage here, treated next.

When generating paths for the robots to solve a problem like this, where we can assume that the fixture is easily accessible and the final position is more difficult to reach, it is possible to still reason in backward chaining fashion. We can consider the case where the robot is supposed to remove the rebar from its position in the cage and place the rebar in the fixture. Given this choice we expect that removing the rebar from the cage is the difficult part of the problem and we will therefore limit the discussion to removing the rebar away from the cage.

There are several possible strategies to try to solve the problem of removing the rebar from the cage. We are currently working along the lines of: (i) computing collision free robot configurations where the gripping robots are holding the rebar which is to be removed, or, (ii) computing a path for the system of robots and rebar which removes the rebar from the cage. Since we assume that it is possible to place the rebar in the rebar cage the first step should be fairly easy. It amounts to compute the inverse kinematics for the robot-gantry system with the constraint that there can be no collisions. Since each gantry robot system has 9 degrees of freedom (DOFs), methods for resolving the the robot redundancies are needed [8]. Alternatively, it is possible to place the gantry in a given location and then compute the inverse kinematics for the robot manipulator. Both of these methods can generate multiple possible robot configurations for each gantry-robot system. To find collision free paths, the possible configurations for each gantry-robot system can be tested for collision against each other until a collision free configuration for the full system is found. Collision-free motion can be included in the redundancy resolution of the robot, to reduce the number of possible configurations.

The second step, to compute a path for the system to remove the rebar from the cage, is equivalent to the extensively studied problem of robot path planning. One often used class of methods are randomness based methods based on the RRT/RRT* algorithm [9]–[11]. RRT/RRT* efficiently explore configuration space even for high dimensional problems. In our case we have a system consisting of 3 gantry-robot systems, each with 9 DOFs giving the full system 27 DOFs. To simplify the planning we note that in cases where one or more robots are not used, the computed plan only needs to keep the robot out of the way. Furthermore, when more than one robot holds the rebar there are constraints on the relative movements of the gantry-robot systems. For example, given that two robots are gripping the rebar in a fixed way (a grip which establishes a rigid transformation between the tool and the rebar) the number of DOFs is reduced from 18 to 12.

C. Tying the rebars

After placing a rebar in its correct position, it must be tied into place using a tying tool. The tying tool which we are currently using is a standard tying tool which has been adapted for robotic applications. The quality of the knots produced by this tying tool is probably not high enough and we are investigating alternatives. One possibility would be to make a combined gripping and tying tool. The challenge presented here is restricted to the assumption that there is no deflection, leaving real world considerations to future work.

While the tying is being performed the rebar must be held in place. Although it is possible to imagine some temporary means of holding the rebar in place while tying, we believe that at least one of the robots not involved in the tying can hold the rebar. When it comes to plan the actual robot motion for tying, there are many alternatives for this kind of path planning, e.g., RRT-like methods. If possible, the robots not involved in the tying will be standing still, making the problem into a 9 DOFs planning problem.
D. Transition to real world

In the previous sections, we considered the problem from a purely theoretical point of view, neglecting real world effects such as deflections and misalignments. These effects can be treated in at least two different ways: (i) calibrate the system to get the real world system behavior closer to the idealized situation, or (ii) adapt the algorithms to the real world behavior. Most likely a combination of the two will give best performance.

We tested the transition from the simulation to the actual gantry-robot system setup in a lab, with hard-coded robot paths. In this setup, we did use both calibration and adaption. The effects which we calibrated for were deflection in the gantry construction and misalignments in the mounting of the robots and in the gantry.

To calibrate for misalignments, we measured the position of a prism fastened to the robot TCP using an external measurement tool in a few different configurations and calculated the actual robot base position and orientation. We then adjusted the orientation and position of the robot base in the controller accordingly.

To calibrate for deflection in the gantry, we let the robots assume a position where its center of gravity is fairly well aligned with the base. We then made position measurements using an external measurement tool. This gives an offset between the actual position and the theoretical one. Therefore, we moved the robot position using the gantry producing a grid of such measurements giving a map of offsets. This map was used to produce an offset for each point in the robot program. This is not entirely unproblematic since if the robot is close to its limits such a displacement might make the point out of reach. Moving a point can also change which robot configurations can reach the point. These two effects will have to be taken into account when generating robot movements, meaning that we are adapting our algorithms to reality.

Another effect on the gantry comes from the torsion on the gantry when the robot is working in a position where it stretches to the side. This torsion means that the robot TCP will depend on where the robot is working and what weight it is currently lifting. We have measured this in the lab and found the effect to be small enough to neglect. This might not be the case when producing real size rebar cages however.

An effect that cannot be calibrated away is the deflection of rebars. This effect enters both in placement and tying of rebars. When placing rebars, collisions that would not have occurred will happen when a rebar is lifted with one tool completely fixing the rebar while another is letting the rebar rotate and slide along the rebars longitudinal direction. The deflection of the rebar can then mean that the longitudinal position of the point is shifted as well. The only location on such a rebar which is reliable is the gripping point of the fixating tool. To address this problem, it might be possible to start tying close enough to the fixating tool that the precision becomes good enough. Alternatively, it might be possible to displace the rebar position such that the tying location on the rebar is in the correct position. This would require accurate simulation of rebar deflection. Finally, it is possible to use some kind of temporary support structure.

So far, we have mainly discussed physical effects as well as ways of integrating them into the motion planning. We have most likely missed some effects and also the solutions we have proposed have finite accuracy. This leads to the topic of tolerances. When testing a system like this in the real world there will have to be tolerances which allow for the modifications that we propose as well as for the lingering errors. This, together with the modifications themselves, means that a rebar cage that is possible to build in theory might not be possible to build in practice.

IV. SUMMARY AND WORK-IN-PROGRESS

In this paper, we presented our ongoing work towards robotic construction of rebar cages. As a first step towards a solution, we are considering rebar placement in an ideal, simulated, world with no deflection. We will then move on to develop techniques for computing rebar installation ordering and paths for tying of rebars to the cage. Once completed, we are ready to start simulating deflection and to reiterate the steps above with this new source of difficulty. Finally, we will perform real world tests, first using small rebar cages in a lab setting (see Fig. 1) and then full scale tests.
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